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Several Amusing and Sometimes Thought-Provoking Episodes 
About Soaps 

Much to our surprise, the motif of the soap became very current in times of Covid-19. If we had 
known this, we should have enriched our story with one more episode. 
Imagine a beautiful woman on the screen, with a charming smile telling you about the 
importance of hygiene and the role of soap in defeating the Corona virus. Then she takes the 
soap, foams and explains how to wash your hands. An impressive episode would be, titled 
‘Corona Virus and Soap’. The episode became intensified by ‘Soap Right Defenders’, who worry 
about soaps’ lives being reduced by 70 percent. It’s a joke of course, but as they say: in every joke 
is a seed of truth. 
At first, we wanted to create a parody on soap operas and Soviet era soaps with beautiful 
packages, the producers of which seem to have loved opera and along with Soviet symbols, used 
soaps to propagate it. Then we followed the associations and got some interesting episodes: 
about Madame Butterfly’s expectations, Don Quixote’s dreams the tennis player woman’s 
emotional screams, the political opposition shouts: soap… soap… etc.  
We want to direct you to one of the episodic character. It’s GOGA, a hater of opera, theatre and 
literature who imagines himself as chief of soaps. We guess that every country has its own 
GOGA, and we are sure, that they will exile him as well - as our soaps do. This character and the 
similarity to real life people’s activities, as well as today’s current developments, inspired us to 
remake a play staged 20 years earlier. 
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Ramdenime sakhaliso da zogjer damafikrebeli episodi sapnebis shesakheb	


